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First time working as a group like this.
◦ A number of new or un-answered questions.



There are side benefits:
◦ Discussing practical problems & methods,
developing common models;
◦ DU cooperation, etc.





We think that the Study Group is doing what
Docket 7081 intended.
It takes significant staff time & cost, though.
◦ We’ll be seeking recovery of such costs
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Docket 7081 has some provisions (e.g.,
market test, consultant RFPs) that seem
questionable,
◦ And not consistent with the time frame for finding
reliability solutions.



Considerable uncertainties re: how much
NTA is needed, and resulting benefits.
◦ A few % of load/resources can make a meaningful
difference.



This is to be expected when planning is done
at the right time!
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Introduction to the NTA Study



Results of Screening Analysis



Status of ARC Analysis



Next steps



Unanswered questions
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Background on Reliability Need:
 2011 VT/NH Needs Assessment: 55MW in NW + 90 MW in Central;
 To meet “N-1-1” contingencies:
(e.g., 6hr/d x 5 d/yr = 30hrs/yr, not every year).




Formation of NTA Study Team.
Latest Forecast of Central VT Reliability Need:
Source

2016

2021

2026

2032

VELCO

37 MW

_____

82 MW

175 MW

ISO (Old)

-----

90 MW *

-----

-----

ISO (New)

-----

?

-----

-----

* ISO-NE numbers assume that other NTAs are also implemented elsewhere
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(Estimates are in nominal dollars.)
Coolidge Auto $23M

Coolidge ColdRiver $105M

ColdRiver WestRutland $52M

Florence Middlebury $113M

Coolidge Auto not required with Coolidge-CR-WR upgrade
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The gaps depicted here reflect the VELCO 90/10 peak load forecast. Based on the
ISO-NE load forecast, the gaps would be much smaller/later.
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A multi-month process, including two phases of public input. Designed to give NTAs fair &
transparent consideration, in time to replace transmission solutions (if appropriate). Details subject
to refinement, including need to match the “end game” at ISO-NE.
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Cost of Reliability ($/kw-yr) Comparison by Technology
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Effective Cost ($/kw-yr) of Reliability Comparison by Technology
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Handful of Resources with relatively low
cost:
◦ Similar ranking on Ratepayer & Societal Tests;
◦ Screening does not account for geographic
location;
 Assumes that NTA resources are ideally located.



Screening based on each resource’s
projected all-in costs, less market revenues
& other avoided costs:
◦ 20 years, “real levelized”;
◦ Allows fair comparison of different types of
sources (e.g., baseload, peaking, intermittent).
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7081 MOU features a rebuttal presumption of
a market test, but do we need one?
Key NTA resources are relatively “known”;
◦ Or (like EE) lack a competitive market.




Maintain an “open door” policy.
A formal RFP would have real drawbacks:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Not executable (we can’t guarantee an award);
Extend schedule, push ISO schedule constraints;
Meaningful cost & staff time to pursue;
Questionable that it would yield more attractive
resources/prices.
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Timing: January-March 2012.
Audience: Involved energy activists;
◦ Regional energy coordinators, RPCs, REV, BERC, VNRC,
VPIRG, CLF.
Objective: Explain study and seek information about
resources that should be considered.
Method: Email from Dotty Schnure explaining the study
and asking for input, including multiple ways to follow up.
Results: Responses from 12 individuals and groups,
including some secondary (forwarded) distributions. Study
group members followed up with each contact by phone,
email or face-to-face. Following issuance of study draft,
further dialogue is likely with several developers who
responded to PO#1.
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ARC Analysis
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DR

EE

CT

DG

Resources

Preliminary ARCs

Analysis #1
Planning Quality

Tests: Ratepayer & Societal

Above Market
Costs

Rebuttable
Presumption

Size, Location, Cost, Timing, Coincidence,
Local Def., Markets, Tariff

Preferred ARCs

•Technical
•Commercial

Analysis #2 Rate
Case Quality

•Economic Analysis
•Executable

175MW
50 MW
37 MW
2016

2020

2024

2028

2032

1. Meet Gap; 2. Cost Effective; 3. Executable
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Developing a cash flow model,
(vs. a single, real levelized value).



Refining inputs for key resources to construct
ARCs (specific combinations of resources):
◦ DR: 20 to 40MW;
◦ EE: TBD, likely to focus on C&I retrofit.



Identify & quantify resources already
being developed for other reasons,
◦ ex: SPEED projects, GMP/CV CEED fund.



Note: a PV20 solution would eliminate Central
VT reliability gap for year 2016.
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Findings to date suggest:
◦ Not enough DR and ‘other’ to fill the gaps;
◦ A package of resources could work, produce
meaningful societal savings.
On the other hand:
◦ Large savings to VT seem unlikely (PTF cost sharing);
◦ NTA needs could be greatly reduced by ISO load
forecast and/or a PV20 solution;
◦ Significant additional effort & cost to complete a full
NTA study, prepare “bankable” NTAs,
 e.g., drill down on energy efficiency.
Is it appropriate to proceed with detailed EE analysis
and complete NTA study?
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A second, broader round of public outreach is
anticipated when the NTA analysis is in public
draft form.
PO#2 is required by the 7081 MOU (i.e.,
opportunity for public to react to potential
NTAs).
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Unanswered Questions
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Vermont exposure to above market costs:
◦ How much (if any) additional costs to VT customers
would be acceptable if an NTA solution is least-cost
from a societal perspective?
◦ Future PTF treatment for NTA solution?



Original VT/NH need estimates with
potentially significant above market cost.
◦ Utilities struggled with procedural challenges and
how to seek ‘big picture’ answers in determining
how and where to expend resources.
◦ DUs considered filing a request for “Summary
Judgment” or clarification.
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ISO - Regional Approach:
◦ Regional load forecast;
◦ Marching to NERC/tariff-driven schedule;
◦ Reliability solutions appear to require “contract
quality” level of detail.



VELCO - Docket 7081/LRP Approach:
◦ VT load forecast;
◦ Envisions a significant (1 year +) study period;
◦ VELCO estimates of T-costs are preliminary (50%
contingency).
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DUs caught between ISO and VT least cost
planning principles.
◦ Implications of different load forecasts;
◦ ISO schedule appears to be driving the process, but
may require unachievable “firmness” given the time;
◦ Need to vet alternatives:
Fatal flaws?
Permittable?
Firm up cost sufficiently to make investment decision.
Develop sufficiently “bankable” NTAs to convince ISO,
VELCO.
 BUT: Forecasts and reliability needs can change,
potentially “stranding” some study & preparation work.
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Societal Test:
◦ Has been applied many times for energy efficiency,
not for other resources.



Rates in economic analysis:
◦ Discount rate;
◦ Cost escalation over time (e.g., capital costs of
deferred transmission projects).



Avoided costs:
◦ Energy, capacity, T&D.
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